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APPENDIX B
DESCRIPTION OF MOX PROCESS

This appendix provides a description and overview of the Mixed Oxide (MOX) fuel fabrication
process (MP). This information is provided to support the hazard and accident analysis provided
in the draft Safety Evaluation Report (DSER) Chapter 5, as well as to assist in understanding
the overall design and function of the MOX Process.
         
The MP Area receives polished PuO2 from the aqueous polishing (AP) process, depleted UO2

(i.e., uranium depleted in the isotope 235U below the natural assay of 0.71 percent), and the
required components for assembling light-water reactor  (LWR) MOX assemblies. The process
mixes the plutonium and uranium oxides to form MOX fuel pellets.  The pellets are loaded into
fuel rods, which are then assembled into MOX fuel assemblies for use in commercial reactors.
The MP Area is designed to process up to 70 MTHM (uranium plus plutonium) annually.  This
equals approximately 149 pressurized-water reactor (PWR) fuel assemblies annually.  The
safety functions of the principal structures, systems, and components, (PSSCs) associated with
the MP process are discussed in Chapter 5 of the CAR.

The Mixed Oxide Fuel Fabrication Facility (MFFF) uses the A-MIMAS process for the
manufacture of MOX fuel assemblies.  A-MIMAS (advanced MIMAS) represents an evolution of
the MIMAS fabrication processes adopted by BELGONUCLEAIRE and COGEMA in Europe to
produce MOX fuel pellets.  A-MIMAS uses a two-step, dry mixing process.  In the first step, the
PuO2 powder is mixed with depleted U02 and recycled scrap powder to form a primary blend
(master blend) with approximately 20 percent PuO2 content of the total mass. This mix is then
micronized—reduced in particle size into a very fine powder.  In the second step, the primary
blend is forced through a sieve and poured into a jar and mixed with more depleted UO2 and
scrap powder to obtain the final blend with the specified plutonium content (typically around 5
percent of the heavy metal content). The maximum PuO2 content in the final blend is 6 percent
of the total mass. The two-step mixing process is used to ensure a consistent product.
         
The design of the MP process is as similar as practical to the design currently employed at the
operating MELOX facility in France.  Changes from the MELOX design result from U.S.
regulatory requirements, lessons learned at MELOX, or manufacturing and throughput
requirements specific to the U.S. MFFF.
         
The MP Area is designed to receive the following:
         
� Polished PuO2 powder from the AP Area.

� Depleted UO2 feed powder.

� Additives (poreformer agent and lubricant).

� Fuel rod cladding and hardware material.

� The structure of the assemblies and other components, such as element guide tubes,
instrumentation tubes, and possible specific rods.

� Empty MOX fresh fuel package.
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The two nuclear components entering the MP process are plutonium dioxide powder (PuO2)
and uranium dioxide (UO2) powder. The plutonium feed powder in the MP process is PuO2

polished in the AP process to remove gallium and americium impurities. The plutonium isotopic
composition is defined by the applicant as follows:

� 236Pu < l ng/g.
� 238Pu < 0.05 percent.
� 90 percent <239Pu < 95 percent.
� 5 percent < 240Pu <9 percent.
�- 241Pu <1 percent.
� 242Pu <0.1 percent.
         
The applicant identifies the primary impurities after polishing as follows:
         
� Ga <0.l microg/g.
� U <=100 microg/g.
� 241Am/(241Am + Pu total) < 0.01 percent.
� Ag<10 microg/g.

The PuO2 powder from AP has a nominal specific gravity of 2.15, with a humidity of about 0.5
percent, and a particle size less than 100 microns.  The UO2 powder is depleted UO2.
         
The intermediate products are as follows:
         
� Powder mixtures from which pellets are fabricated.
� Pellets used to fabricate the rods.
� Rods used to fabricate the assemblies.
� Discarded material (scraps), which are recycled into the MP process.

The MP Area is designed based on the following guidelines:

� Personnel and material access is through sally ports (two sally ports are dedicated to
personnel access).

� MP and AP Area roofs are lined up to facilitate construction of the hardened roof.

� The MP and AP Areas share material access at level 1.

� The emergency exit is towards a safe haven.

� Personnel evacuation requirements (e.g., doors, stairwells, and airlocks) are included.

� The AP and MP Areas share heating, ventilation, and air conditioning (HVAC) and electricity
supply.

� 3013 outer and inner can opening is located in the MP Area, except convenience can
opening, which is located in the AP Area.

� Depleted U02 is stored in the warehouse.
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� SST trucks do not enter the MP Area.  The nuclear material enters the MP Area on a
loading dock.

The MOX production uses a production line that successively processes the various PuO2

contents required for one campaign.  In the process areas that include pelletizing, sintering,
grinding, pellet inspection, and cladding, the production line is duplicated for reasons of
capacity, but the products processed in doubled equipment items always have the same PuO2

content.
         
Downstream of rod cladding, the rod storage, rod inspection, and assembly mounting and
inspection equipment are not duplicated because their respective throughput is sufficient to
reach the desired production capacity.
         
The successive process units work at different rates or in batches, and some process steps
require waiting for analytical results from the laboratory.  Therefore, buffer storage is required
between process steps.  It is either common to several steps, like the Jar Storage and Handling
Unit in the powder process and the rod storage, or specific to a given step, like the pellet
storage.
         
This organization with buffer storage improves the production in case of an anomaly in a
production unit or transfer system. Buffer storage is sized accordingly.  From the buffer storage
for PuO2 containers produced by the AP process to the two Rod Cladding and Decontamination
Units, all production equipment and associated storage are installed in gloveboxes under inert
nitrogen atmosphere in order to guarantee product quality.
         
The majority of operations are automated with the exception of a very few operations, such as
additive preparation and introduction, sampling, visual inspection, and pellet control.

The MP process consists of process units or systems divided into five areas corresponding to
the different segments of the process.
         
Receiving Area - This area includes truck unloading, PuO2 container handling, counting, and
storage before and after transfer to the AP line. The function of the Receiving Area is to
receive, unload, and store PuO2 and U02 powder. The Receiving Area is comprised of the
following discrete units:
         
� UO2 Receiving and Storage Unit.
� UO2 Drum Emptying Unit.
� PuO2 Receiving Unit and PuO2 3013 Storage Unit.
� PuO2 Buffer Storage Unit.

Powder Area - This area has equipment for dosing MOX powder at the specified plutonium
content in two steps for homogenizing and for pelletizing.  The Powder Area receives U02 and
PuO2 powders and produces a mixture of specific plutonium content suitable for the production 
of MOX fuel pellets.  The Powder Area is composed of the following units:

� PuO2 Container Cpening and Handling Unit.
� Primary Dosing Unit.
� Primary Blend Ball Milling Unit.
� Final Dosing Unit
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� Homogenization and Pelletizing Unit
� Scrap Processing Unit
� Scrap Milling Unit
� Powder Auxiliary Unit
� Jar Storage and Handling Unit.
         
Pellet Process Area - In this area, MOX pellets are sintered, ground, and sorted. The function
of the Pellet Process Area is to receive, store, process, and handle fuel pellets. The Pellet
Process Area is composed of the following units:

� Green Pellet Storage Unit.
� Sintering Units.
� Sintered Pellet Storage Unit.
� Grinding Units.
� Ground and Sorted Pellet Storage Unit.                          
� Pellet Inspection and Sorting Units.
� Quality Control and Manual Sorting Units.
� Scrap Box Loading Unit.
� Pellet Repackaging Unit.
� Scrap Pellet Storage Unit.
� Pellet Handing Unit.

Fuel Rod Process Area - In this area, pellets are loaded into rods and the rods are inspected.
The function of the Fuel Rod Process Area is to assemble, inspect, and store fuel rods. The
Fuel Rod Process Area is composed of the following units:

� Rod Cladding and Decontamination Units.
� Rod Tray Loading Unit.
� Rod Storage Unit.
� Helium Leak Test Unit.
� X-Ray Inspection Units.
� Rod Scanning Unit.
� Rod Inspection and Sorting Unit.
� Rod Decladding Unit.

Assembly Area - In this area, rods are loaded into assemblies and the assemblies are
inspected and stored. The functions of the Assembly Area are to receive fuel rods and the
required fuel assembly components and to assemble, inspect, and store completed MOX fuel
assemblies. The Assembly Area is composed of the following units:
         
� Assembly Mockup Loading Unit
� Assembly Mounting Unit
� Assembly Dry Cleaning Unit
� Assembly Dimensional Inspection Unit and Assembly Final Inspection Unit
� Assembly Handling and Storage Unit
� Assembly Packaging Unit.
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B.1 UO2 Receiving and Storage Unit (DRS)
         
The function of the U02 Receiving and Storage Unit is to receive and store depleted U02 for use
in the manufacture of MOX fuel assemblies.  Storage facilities consist of the external Secured
Warehouse Building and a U02 buffer storage room within the MOX Process Area of the MOX
Fuel Fabrication Building.  The Secured Warehouse Building is located adjacent to the MOX
Fuel Fabrication Building.  U02 is delivered to the Secured Warehouse Building in palletized
drums.  Within the drums, the uranium is contained in double vinyl bags, separately sealed,
under a nitrogen atmosphere.  The drums are placed within the Secured Warehouse Building
for temporary storage.  When required, drums are transferred to the MOX Process Area.  The
drums are staged in a buffer storage area in close proximity to the U02 drum emptying room.
         
The major equipment associated with this unit are the pallet truck and forklift.
         
The U02 Receiving and Storage Unit interfaces with the U02 Drum Emptying Unit.

B.2 UO2 Drum Emptying Unit (DDP)
         
The function of the UO2 Drum Emptying Unit is to open UO2 drums and vinyl bags and pour the
contents into a UO2 receiving hopper in full confinement conditions.  The unit controls UO2

powder feeding to the dosing units.  All incoming and outgoing UO2 drums from the drum
storage room are identified and weighed.
         
In addition, powder samples can be taken.  When a powder sample is taken, the vial is
identified and weighed before being sent manually to the lab.
         
The major equipment associated with this unit is as follows:
         
� Drum buffer storage.
� Data acquisition keyboard and display system with manual bar code reader.
� Scale.
� Pallettruck.
� Drum-tilting device and associated storage.
� Handling monorails.
� Two pouring stations with associated glovebox, flinnels, and UO2 receiving hopper.
� Feeding lines and control valves.
� Collection station for the empty vinyl bags and desiccant.
� Scale and its associated bar code reader.
         
As necessary, a provision of fill drums is transferred from the warehouse into the buffer storage
area.  A drum is manually transferred from the buffer storage area to the UO2 drum emptying
room where the drums are identified and weighed.  The UO2 is emptied into the UO2 receiving
hopper.  
         
The UO2 Drum Emptying Unit interfaces with both the Primary and Final Dosing Units.
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B.3 PuO2 Receiving Unit (DCP) and PuO2 3013 Storage Unit (DCM)
         
The PuO2 Receiving Unit is located in the MOX Fuel Fabrication Building and functions to
receive and open PuO2 transport casks.  The PuO2 3013 Storage Unit is located in the MOX
Process Area and functions to transfer 3013 containers from the transport cask to a 3013
storage pit area.  The unit also performs required nuclear assay, container weighing,
identification, and tracking functions.

The major equipment associated with these units is as follows:
         
� Cargo restraint transporter (CRT).
� Transport cask (SAFKEG or 9975 type).
� Monorail cranes.
� Cask and containment vessel opening stations.
� Powered conveyors and turntables.
� 3013 container.
� Transfer cask.
� Traveling crane.
� Multiplier counter and gamma isotopic analysis system.
� Scale.
� Calorimeter.
� 3013 storage pit and associated shield plug.
� 3013 storage area overhead bridge crane.
         
PuO2 is delivered to the MOX Fuel Fabrication Building at the Shipping and Receiving Area in
shipments by a safe secure transport (SST) vehicle.  The SST vehicle contains casks palletized
on CRTs.  Several casks (SAFKEG or 9975 type) are loaded on each CRT, and five CRTs are
loaded on each truck.

Each cask is composed of a nest of containers as follows:
         
� External physical, thermal, and radiation protection vessel.
� Secondary containment vessel.
� Primary containment vessel with the 3013 container.
         
Each cask contains one 3013 container, which is also a nest of an outer can, an inner can, and
a convenience can.

The CRTs are removed from the SST.  The transportation casks are removed from the CRT
and then moved to the cask opening station located in the MOX Process Area.  During SST
vehicle receipt and CRT unloading, security inspections, package identification, and health
protection controls are performed.  Accountability data are logged in the Material Control and
Accounting (MC&A) system.
         
The cask is opened by removing and storing the external cask plug (which provides physical,
thermal, and radiation protection) with the bracket hoist.  The monorail hoist is then used to
remove the secondary containment vessel, the secondary containment vessel plug, the primary
containment vessel, and the primary containment vessel plug.  The 3013 container is then
removed to a transfer cask.  Smear tests are performed for radioactive contamination at the
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appropriate steps.  These operations are reversed to send back an empty cask.   All operations
are manual.
Following 3013 container removal, a powered conveyor system drives the final 3013 container
in a shielded transfer cask to the measuring room. The measuring room contains the following
assay instruments:
         
� Calorimeters.
� Coincidence neutron counter.
� Weight scale.
� Gamma spectrometer system.
         
The 3013 container is removed from the shielded transfer cask on the conveyor to a calorimeter
station.  The transfer cask is returned empty to the cask opening room to receive the next
container.  The container is then moved to the neutron measurement station, weighed, and
gamma counted.  When all measures are completed, the container is placed in a buffer position
of the nearby storage area.
         
After measurements are compared with the relevant shipper's data, the operator authorizes the
container to be stored in the "ready to use" storage position or a "quarantine" position waiting
for special actions (i.e., to await reconciliation or verification of measurements).
         
The container storage area is comprised of lateral slabs of concrete lined with steel.  Steel pits
designed to hold the 3013 containers are suspended from the slabs.  Each pit is closed by a
shield plug constructed of steel-lined concrete.  The plug sits flush with the concrete slab.
         
The storage area is arranged in a 36- by 12-pit array for a total of 432 pits.  Four 3013
containers can be placed in each pit for a total of 1,728 containers.  The pits are designed with
2-feet (0.6-m) centers in both the X and Y dimensions.

The storage area is ventilated by an air stream forced between the steel pits to remove heat
generated by the containers.  Plenums at both ends of the array distribute the air stream under
the slab.
         
The PuO2 Receiving Unit and PuO2 3013 Storage Unit interface with the transport vehicles
delivering the PuO2 transportation casks and with the outer and inner 3013 can opening
glovebox, which is part of the AP Decanning Unit.

B.4 PuO2 Buffer Storage Unit (DCE)
         
The function of the PuO2 Buffer Storage Unit is to store polished PuO2 cans received from the
AP Canning Unit (see DSER Section 8.1.3.6).  The unit also transfers cans of polished PuO2 to
the PuO2 Container Opening and Handling Unit, receives and stores empty cans, and transfers
them back to the AP PuO2 Canning Unit.  The PuO2 Buffer Storage Unit separates the AP Area
from the MP Area and acts to buffer the variations in the throughput capacities of the AP and
MP Areas.
         
Purified plutonium from the AP process is transferred in reusable cans whose outer surfaces
may be contaminated.  For this reason, the PuO2 Buffer Storage Unit is installed in a glovebox,
and cans are transferred from AP via a pneumatic transfer system to this unit.  All normal
operations within the transfer and storage gloveboxes are performed remotely.  The PuO2
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Buffer Storage Unit is able to accommodate up to 144 cans in four rows of 18 wells with two
cans stacked in each well.
         
The major equipment associated with this unit is as follows:
         
� Transfer glovebox.
� Buffer storage glovebox.
� PuO2 can storage array.
� Handling crane.
� Precision scale.
         
Polished PuO2 is transferred to the transfer glovebox from the AP PuO2 Canning Unit via a
pneumatic transfer tube and a shuttle.  Upon arrival, the transfer shuttle is removed from the
receiving section and opened.  The PuO2 can is removed from the shuttle and placed on the
precision scale for weighing and identification.  The PuO2 can may be either sent directly to the
PuO2 Container Opening and Handling Unit or transferred to the storage glovebox.  Empty
PuO2 cans are returned from the PuO2 Container Opening and Handling Unit for transfer to the
storage glovebox or transfer to the AP PuO2 Canning Unit for reuse.  The empty cans are also
weighed and identified.
         
The storage glovebox contains an array of storage compartments, each capable of holding two
full or empty PuO2 cans.  The compartments are closed with a shield plug.  A handling crane
within the glovebox removes the shield plug and places/removes cans into/from the storage
compartment and replaces the plug.  Cans are transferred between the transfer and buffer
storage gloveboxes through the buffer storage airlock.

The PuO2 Buffer Storage Unit interfaces with the AP PuO2 Canning Unit, the PuO2 Opening and
Handling Unit, and the facility MC&A system.
         
B.5 PuO2 Container Opening and Handling Unit (NDD)
         
The function of the PuO2 Container Opening and Handling Unit is to receive cans of purified
PuO2 and empty the cans onto a vibrating conveyor supplying the dosing unit.  The unit also
performs can weighing and can identification. In addition, the unit accommodates can
maintenance and removal of used or damaged cans and lids as well as the introduction of new
cans and lids.
         
These functions are performed in four gloveboxes: the can receiving glovebox, the can
emptying glovebox, the connection glovebox, and the transfer glovebox.  The major equipment
associated with this unit is as follows:

� Can receiving glovebox
- Pneumatic transfer end station.
- Shuttle handling.
- Can handling.
- Precision scale and identification station (MC&A).
- PuO2 can storage.
- Atmospheric change airlock.
- Maintenance trolley.
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� Can emptying glovebox
 - Can handling.
 - Precision scale and identification station.
 - Emptying flywheel with impactor.

- PuO2 collecting flirinel.
         
� Connection glovebox with vibrating channel
         
� Transfer glovebox with manual gripper, can opening/closing device, and dust removal

system.
         
PuO2 cans are received in the can receiving glovebox via a pneumatic transfer tube from the
PuO2 Buffer Storage Unit.  The cans are removed from the transfer shuttle, weighed, and
identified.  Shuttles and PuO2 cans are moved within the glovebox by means of conveyors.  A
can is placed on the can elevator and moved into the atmospheric change airlock.  This airlock
allows transfer between the dry air atmosphere of the receiving glovebox and the nitrogen
atmosphere of the can emptying glovebox.  The can receiving glovebox provides temporary
storage for five PuO2 cans.
         
In the can emptying glovebox, the can is weighed and identified.  The can opening/closing
device and associated gripper then remove the PuO2 can lid.  The conveyor transfers the can to
the emptying station, which moves the can up and docks the PuO2 can to the emptying
flywheel.  The emptying flywheel rotates, and the PuO2 is transferred by gravity into the
connection glovebox vibrating channel.  The collecting tunnel impactor is started to ensure that
all the PuO2 flows into the vibrating channel.  The PuO2 is transferred to the dosing station in
the primary dosing glovebox;  The can is placed back on the conveyor, the lid is placed on the
can, and the can is weighed and identified.  The can is moved back into the receiving glovebox
through the atmospheric change airlock and placed in its position on the storage rack of the
receiving glovebox.  The empty PuO2 cans are weighed, identified, placed in a shuttle, and
returned to the PuO2 Buffer Storage Unit via the pneumatic transfer system.  PuO2 can
emptying cycles are completed according to the number of cans required to constitute one
primary dosing jar.
         
Replacement of PuO2 cans becomes necessary when cans are used for a specified number of
filling and emptying operations. The empty can to be replaced is weighed and identified in the
receiving glovebox and conveyed to the maintenance trolley.  The trolley is moved to the
receiving glovebox door, which is manually opened.  The can is manually moved into the
transfer glovebox, and the glovebox door is shut.  The can lid is removed, and dust is removed
from the can body and lid with the dust removal system.  Used cans and lids are removed
through the transfer glovebox bag port.  New cans are introduced to the transfer glovebox
through the bag port and moved into the receiving glovebox.  All operations in the transfer
glovebox are performed manually.
         
The PuO2 Container Opening and Handling Unit interfaces with the primary dosing glovebox,
the PuO2 Buffer Storage Unit, the MC&A system, and the control display in the control room.

B.6 Primary Dosing Unit (NDP)
         
The function of the Primary Dosing Unit is to prepare a J60 jar with a U02-PuO2 powder blend
called "primary blend" or "master blend."  A J60 jar is a container which holds a nominal 60 kg
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of primary blend powder. The PuO2 content of the primary blend is a maximum of 20percent. 
The blend is made of a mixture of polished PuO2 from the AP process, U02 powder, and
micronized scrap powder.
         
The major equipment associated with this unit  is as follows:
         
� Connection modul.e
� Jar lift with two tilting devices.
� Conveyor system.
� Dosing scale and associated electronics.
� TV cameras.
� Vacuum extractor with filtering and collection devices.
� Magnetic catcher.
� Small funnel for additive in an enclosure.
� Frame(s) to support the components.
� Maintenance crane.

The primary blend preparation process consists of successively introducing the following:
         
� Recyclable scrap powder stored in a hopper fed from a J60 jar coming from the Jar Storage

and Handling Unit.

� PuO2 powder transferred to the inner jar by a vibrating conveyor from the PuO2 Container
Cpening and Handling Unit.  The required quantity of PuO2 powder to be transferred is
controlled by weighing the PuO2 cans and the internal jar.

� U02 powder from a main hopper fed by the U02 Drum Emptying Unit.  The powder is
transferred to the inner jar via a pre-dosing hopper.

As for the other powder process units, in normal operation the process is fully automatic and
supervised by an operator from the control room.  However, a few manual operations may be
necessary during normal operation:

� Handling incoming empty pots from the round basket holding five pots.
� Weighing and identifying the empty pots.
� Connecting the pot to the dust collector.
� Weighing and identifying flill pots.
� Loading five pots into a round basket.
� Calibrating the scale with standard weights.
         
The sequence of the main operations is as follows.  A program computes the required amounts
of powder and identifies the containers holding them, taking into consideration the target
plutonium enrichment, weights, and characteristics of the available powders. These values are
introduced into the programmable logic controller (PLC) at the beginning of the sequence.  U02

feeding of the big hopper is performed independently according to the signals from the high-
and low-level detectors.  The jar is then sent back to the Jar Storage and Handling Unit,
weighed, and identified.  Alternately, the necessary PuO2 pots are transferred to the PuO2

Container Opening and Handling Unit.
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The unit is now ready for primary dosing.  The PuO2 of several pots is transferred from the
PuO2 Container Opening and Handling Unit to the vibrating conveyor and poured into the inner
jar.  The powders are emptied from the collecting funnel using an impactor between each
product to ensure accurate control of the weights on the dosing scale  A 360 jar in the Jar
Storage and Handling Unit is transferred to the unit through the connection module where it is
weighed and identified.
         
The Primary Dosing Unit interfaces with the Jar Storage and Handling Unit, the UO2 Drum
Emptying Unit, the PuO2 Container Opening and Handling Unit, and the MC&A system.  The
unit has its own supervisory system in the control room.

B.7 Primary Blend Ball Milling Unit (NBX)
         
The function of the Primary Blend Ball Milling Unit is to micronize the primary blend (master
blend).  The ball mill is composed of a cylindrical steel vessel into which the powder to be milled
is emptied.  The ball mill is located in a dedicated glovebox with a connection to the Jar Storage
and Handling Unit.
         
The major equipment associated with this unit is as follows:
         
� Jar lid removal, jar weighing, and bar code reader identification systems.
� Conveyor system.
� Elevator.
� Clamping device.
� Mill drum with bearing and tilting support.
� Rotational and tilting drive system.
� Frame to support the two drive systems and the ball mill.
� Vacuum extractor.
� Glovebox.
� Handling device.
         
A J60 jar selected for ball milling is brought into the ball milling glovebox from the Jar Storage
and Handling Unit via the connection module. This module is standardized and links the Jar
Storage and Handling Unit to each powder production station.  A gear-driven roller conveyor
transfers the jar container from the Jar Storage and Handling Unit. The lid is removed from the
jar, and the jar is weighed and identified.  

The conveyor then moves the jar into the ball milling glovebox and positions the jar over an
elevator.  The elevator raises the jar, and a jar-clamping device secures the jar to the docking
flange of the ball mill. The mill is turned upside down to transfer the powder into it.  As the
vessel rotates slowly, the balls fall against one another and the vessel, milling the powder
between them.  After milling, the J60 jar is disconnected, lowered into its shielding, weighed,
and stored in the Jar Storage and Handling Unit before being transferred to the Final Dosing
Unit.
         
Manual operations include glovebox cleaning and crane handling for maintenance.

The ball mill is interconnected with the Jar Storage & Handling Unit and MC&A application.  It
has its own monitoring system in the control room.
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B.8 Final Dosing Unit (NDS)
         
The Final Dosing Unit prepares the final MOX blend with a specified plutonium content for fuel
pellet manufacture.  U02 powder, micronized primary blend, and recyclable scrap powder from
scrap milling are utilized in the unit with a design maximum PuO2 content in the blend of 6
percent. The final dosing process is performed in a dedicated glovebox with a connection to the
Jar Storage and Handling Unit.  The final blend is prepared in a J80 jar, which holds a nominal
80 kg of final blend powder, on a precision scale.
         
The major equipment associated with this unit is as follows:
         
� Connection module.
� Two jar lifts and their tilting devices.
� Conveyor system.
� Dosing scale.
� Scrap powder line with the same equipment.
� TV cameras.
� Dust collection network.
� Frame(s) to support the components.
� Glovebox.

Upon the operator's request, a primary blend or scrap J60 jar and associated cask are
transferred from the Jar Storage and Handling Unit to the production station.  The jar is opened,
identified, and weighed in the connection module. The contents of the jar are poured into a
weighed  receiving hopper.  Once emptied, the jar returns to the Jar Storage and Handling Unit
via the connection module where it is weighed again and the lid is reinstalled.
         
Upon the operator's request, an empty J80 jar in its cask is transferred from the Jar Storage
and Handling Unit to the Final Dosing Unit.  The jar is stopped in the connection module,
identified, lid removed, weighed, and transferred to the production station.  At this stage, the jar
is filled and weighed on a continuous basis.

The precision scale on which the J80 jar stands performs the dosing operation.  Vibrating
conveyors transfer the different products to a collecting funnel, directing the powders into the jar
under continuous control of the scale.  The scale automatically stops the vibrating conveyor
when the required amount of powder is reached and closes the inlet valve.

Upon cycle completion, the jar is returned to the Jar Storage and Handling Unit via the
connection module where it is weighed, identified, and plugged again.  The cycle is fully
automated.
         
The Final Dosing Unit interfaces with Jar Storage and Handling Unit, the U02 Drum Emptying
Unit and the manufacturing management and information system (MMIS) system with its
embedded MC&A application.  It also has its own supervisory system in the control room.

B.9 Homogenization and Pelletizing Unit (NPE and NPF)

The main functions of the Homogenization and Pelletizing Unit are to prepare a homogenized
lot of final blend, to add poreformer to obtain pellets with the required specific gravity after
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sintering, to add lubricant for lubrication of press punches and dies, and finally to press the
powder to obtain green cylindrical pellets.

Two identical units are installed to reach the required throughput.  Each unit is made up of the
following gloveboxes:
         
� Connection module to the Jar Storage and Handling Unit.
� Process glovebox.
� Additives introduction glovebox.
� Maintenance glovebox.
� Press feeding glovebox.
� Press glovebox.
� Boat loading glovebox.
� Filtration glovebox.
         
The major equipment associated with this unit  is as follows:
         
� Connection module with its jar scale and lid removal.

� Additive feeding station for stearate (lubricant) hopper, vibrating conveyor, and poreformer
hopper.

� Press shoe and associated hoses.

� Recovery hopper.

� Pellet press and associated hydraulic units, a process control cabinet, and an alternative
filling shoe.

� Boat loading system, with notch conveyor, pellet pusher, filling spout, boat scale, and boats.

� Mo-boat handling system, with conveyor system, turntable, boat lift, identification
equipment, and scale.

� Pellet inspection stand with pellet manipulator, precision scale, length measurement bench,
and rotating rollers

The process is fully automated and supervised by an operator from the control room. However,
a few manual operations are necessary during normal operation:
         
� Introduction of additives.
� Pneumatic transfer switching operations.
� Dust pot handling.
� Waste cask loading operations.
� Emptying of the powder recovery hopper.
� Visual inspection of sampled pellets.

Prior to introducing the first jar of the lot to be processed, an operator manually loads the
additive hoppers using pre-weighed bags of lubricant and poreformer.  The automated mixing
cycle is then started.
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Jars of MOX powder are introduced by conveyor from the Jar Storage and Handling Unit to the
connection module where the jar lid is removed and the jar is weighed and identified.   The jar is
then conveyed to the jar elevator where it is lifted into position and gripped by the jar tilter.  The
jar is tilted, the contents are emptied onto the vibrating conveyor, and the jar is impacted to
ensure the removal of the jar's contents.  The conveyor transfers the MOX powder to the mixer.
The jar is returned to the Jar Storage and Handling Unit via the connection module where it is
again weighed and identified.  This operation is repeated until the required quantity of MOX
powder is transferred to the mixer.  Zinc stearate is added, and mixing is continued.  At the lot’s
end, the press shoe is emptied and any remaining powder is sent to the recovery hopper.
         
The Homogenization and Pelletizing Unit interfaces with the Jar Storage and Handling Unit on
one side and with the Green Pellet Storage Unit on the other.  In addition to the MC&A system,
the Homogenization and Pelletizing Unit has its own monitor in the control room.

B.10 Scrap Processing Unit (NCR)
         
The Scrap Processing Unit functions to recycle plutonium-containing waste scrap generated in
the process of MOX fuel fabrication. This unit is utilized to satisfy the MFFF process goal that
the outgoing plutonium flow (contained in fuel rods) be at least 99.5 percent of the incoming
flow.
         
Scrap consists of green and discarded sintered pellets, pellet chips, discarded green MOX
powder, and dirty powder collected in pots.  Dirty powder collected in pots could hold grinding
dust with pellet chips, and discarded green powder coming from dosing or pelletizing could
possibly contain some debris or lost pellets collected on the glovebox floor.  This material is
mixed with other discarded pellets coming from the pellet process area, crushed, and milled
again to become recyclable scrap powder.
         
The major equipment associated with this unit is as follows:
         
� Connection module.
� Jar lift with tilter.
� Conveyor system.
� Dosing station.
� Discarded pellet line with stainless steel box tilter, vibrating conveyors, bowl feeder, crusher,

and loading tube.
� Stainless steel box lift.
� Turning arm.
� Two linear conveyors.
� Pot scale for manual weighing.
� Barcode reader.
� TV cameras.
� Dust collection network.
� Glovebox incorporating the structure to support the elements.

The Scrap Processing Unit prepares the recyclable products in two lines, both loading the same
dosing station.  One line handles discarded pellets, while the second line handles discarded
powders.  The discarded pellets are crushed and sent to the Primary Blend Ball Milling Unit for
micronization.
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The unit prepares the recyclable products in two lines: one for discarded pellets and one for
discarded powders.  Both lines function to identify and weigh all incoming/outgoing containers
from/to the Jar Storage and Handling Unit and the Scrap Pellet Storage Unit.
         
In normal operation, the process is semi-automatic.  An operator supervises the fully automated
parts of the process (container transfer) from the control room.  Another operator performs the
manual operations, working at the handling table or inspecting the pellets spread in the
channels.  This operator uses pushbuttons to start and stop process sequences.  A telephone
network connects the two operators.
         
The following manual operations take place during normal production at the upper level:
         
� Transferring pots between the round basket on the lift upper level and linear transfer

conveyors to the working table.

� Inspecting the contents of the stainless steel box dumped onto the wide vibrating channel
and verifying that the box is empty.

� Handling the sieve under the pot tilter wheel to empty it into the inspection channel.

� Handling pots from the stainless steel box or pot conveyor on the working table (e.g.,
handling, pot opening, weighing, identification, pouring with tilter wheel).

� Handling pots between the round basket and the dust collection .

� Weighing and identifying those pots.

� Connecting the pot to the dust collector.

� Calibrating scales with standard weights.
         
The normal operations are organized in batches according to a predefined program (i.e.,
preparation of a crushed pellet jar or a powder jar).  The batch preparation process involves
identifying the pots to be mixed or the stainless steel boxes with discarded pellets to be crushed
according to the weights and characteristics of the products available as well as the target
enrichment and target isotopic composition of the pellets in production.
         
The Scrap Processing Unit is interconnected with the Jar Storage and Handling Unit, the Scrap
Pellet Storage Unit, the Pellet Handling Unit, and the MMIS system with its embedded MC&A
application.  The unit has its own monitor in the control room and a local control cabinet on the
unit work floor.

B.11 Scrap Milling Unit (NBY)
         
The Scrap Milling Unit is identical to the Primary Blend Ball Milling Unit and is intended to mill
scrap.  Both units are able to process both products in case the other is unavailable.
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B.12 Powder Auxiliary Unit (NXR)
         
The function of the Powder Auxiliary Unit is to prepare powder samples for the laboratory. The
unit also performs powder density measurements, granulometric evaluations, and flowability
characterizations mainly during the facility startup phase.  The unit weighs and identifies each
processed pot and vial. The unit is capable of calling any powder container for weighing and
identification.
 
Secondary functions performed by the Powder Auxiliary Unit include the following:
         
� Removal and packaging of used mill balls and preparation of new mill ball loads.

� Inspection, maintenance, and cleaning of powder containers.

� Collection and recycling of powder generated in container cleaning and maintenance
operations.

         
The major equipment associated with this unit is as follows:
         
� Connection module.
� Jar and round basket lift.
� Conveyor system.
� Worktable with test equipment and scales.
� Bar code reader.
� Pneumatic transfer system connection to the laboratory.
� Jar handling and maintenance station with a bag port.
� Electric crane.
� Storage position for one jar and one tooling or transfer container.
� Worktable.
� Upper handling crane.
� Vacuum extractor with decloggable filters and powder receiver.
� Glovebox incorporating the structure to support the elements.
         
In normal operation, the process is mainly manual with semi-automatic sequences.  An operator
supervises the fully automated transfer of containers between the Jar Storage and Handling
Unit and the Powder Auxiliary Unit from the control room.  Another operator performs all the
manual operations, working at the various tables, using pushbuttons to start and stop process
sequences.  A telephone network connects the two operators.

The Powder Auxiliary Unit is interconnected with the Jar Storage and Handling Unit and the
MC&A application.  It has its own monitor in the control room, as well as a local control cabinet
on the unit work floor.
         
B.13 Jar Storage and Handling Unit (NTM)
         
The purpose of the Jar Storage and Handling Unit is to store containers with empty and fill jars
holding powders at various stages of the production process.  It also stores round baskets with
powder pots, as well as special containers (e.g., maintenance containers, calibration weights).
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The unit also transfers containers between all the powder units and provides a buffer function.
The unit is installed in a closed area isolated from production units.
         
The Jar Storage and Handling Unit is located in a long glovebox with approximately 58 storage
positions for J60 and J80 jars.  Jars are stored with their radiation shields.  In addition,
temporary positions for storage jars exist on the transfer conveyors.  The storage positions are
located on either side of a runway served by a trolley.  Another spare trolley is available.
         
The trolley also serves conveyors feeding production stations via a connection module.  In this
module, jars are identified and weighed when they leave or enter a production station.  This
weighing operation is independent of those needed for dosing.
         
In short, this unit provides for identification and weighing of all incoming/outgoing containers
from/to a production unit in connection modules (one for each unit), and reception, storage,
transfer, and delivery of containers to production units.
         
The main components of the Jar Storage and Handling Unit are as follows:
         
� Eight connection modules with their jar scale, associated lifter, and jar lid handling.
� Modular glovebox assembly containing the system.
� Steel plates isolating a production unit from a storage unit.
� Conveyor systems.
� Central raifroad.
� Two trolleys with a locking device and a driving system.
� Two trolley garages.
         
In normal operation, the process is fully automatic and supervised by an operator from the
control room.
         
The operations that remain manual are introduction and removal of heavy mechanical
components for maintenance, periodic cleaning with a vacuum cleaner, and other system
maintenance.

This unit services the Primary Dosing Unit, the Final Dosing Unit, two ball mills, two
Homogenization and Pelletizing Units, the Scrap Processing Unit, and the Powder Auxiliary
Unit.
         
The Jar Storage and Handling Unit is interconnected with each Powder Area production unit
and with the MC&A application.

B.14 Green Pellet Storage Unit (PSE)
         
The function of the Green Pellet Storage Unit is to provide the storage and transfer capacities
needed to reach the specified MFFF throughput.
         
The Green Pellet Storage Unit is located in a glovebox.  It receives green pellet boats from the
pelletizing units and empty boats from the grinders via the Sintered Pellet Storage Unit.
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This unit includes the following main components:
         
� Glovebox with two parts (a storage part and a maintenance part).

� Storage rack (approximately 449 storage positions) with a stainless steel-lined neutron
absorber layer between each rack column, and a perforated tray.

� Three-directional stacker.

� Ventilation system.

� Three pellet handling system connections.

� Maintenance winch.
         
In normal operation, the process is fully automatic and supervised by an operator from the
control room.  All the equipment is controlled by a PLC in connection with the PLCs of
surrounding production units.  The manual operations are limited to repair or maintenance
operations.
         
The Green Pellet Storage Unit interfaces with the two pelletizing units on one side, the two
sintering furnaces on the other side, the Sintered Pellet Storage Unit, and the MC&A
application.

B.15 Sintering Units (PFE and PFF)
         
The functions of the Sintering Units are as follows:
         
� Receive incoming boats (i.e., Mo-boats) loaded with green pellets.
� Place the boats on shoes.
� Introduce the boats into a pre-sintering zone.
� Move a train of boats through the furnace.
� Sinter the pellets in the furnace.
� Cool the sintered pellets.
� Remove the boats from the furnace.
� Remove the boats from the shoes.
� Temporarily store the boats.
� Transfer the boats to the Sintered Pellet Storage Unit.
         
The two identical Sintering Units thermally remove the lubricant and the poreformer in the
pellets in a preheating section and then sinter the pellets.  The sintering process is performed
by heat treatment of green pellets under a slightly reducing, scavenging gas (mix of argon,
hydrogen, and moisture).  The last section of the furnaces is for cooling.
         
Green pellet boats are positioned on a molybdenum shoe and then transferred to the furnace.
Inlet and outlet airlocks are required for atmospheric changes.  A pusher system provides
continuous motion of the boat on the shoe stack through the furnace.  The last set introduced
into the furnace pushes the preceding ones.  Boats are identified and weighed when they enter
and leave the furnaces.  After sintering, a few pellets are sampled from each boat and checked
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for specific gravity at an inspection station.  Boats are then stored in the Sintered Pellet Storage
Unit.
         
The sintering furnaces are under a slight overpressure to prevent oxygen from entering the
furnaces.  The scavenged gas leaving the furnace is cooled and filtered before being extracted
via the Very High Depressurization (VHD) System.  For worker protection, the outer shell and
penetrations of the furnaces are cooled by a closed water loop maintained at the desired
temperature by chilled water in heat exchangers.
         
The Sintering Units are divided into the following gloveboxes or equipment items:
         
� Specific gravity checking glovebox
� Transfer tunnel
� Mo-boat dispatch glovebox
� Furnace inlet glovebox
� Furnace
� Furnace outlet glovebox
� Return glovebox
� Offgas treatment glovebox
� Cooling water distribution
� Sintering gas preparation and control.
         
The process is fully automatic and supervised by an operator from the control room.
         
Each Sintering Unit has only one interface with other production units.  This interface is the
vertical axis tunnel connecting the roof of the specific gravity checking glovebox to a pellet
handling system tunnel.  Through this interface, the Mo-boats are introduced and removed.  At
the lift base, a scale and an identification device weigh and recognize any incoming and
outgoing pellet box from the furnace unit.  An interface with MMIS provides data for the MC&A
application to monitor the material traffic.

The furnace gas networks have the following interfaces with the utilities:
         
� One for the argon supply.
� One for the argon and hydrogen mixture supply with a fixed composition as prime backups.
� One for the argon and hydrogen mixture supply with an adjustable composition.
� One for the nitrogen supply (lock scavenging, valve actuating).
� One for the demineralized water supply to feed the moisture control system.
� One for water discharge for the same system.
� Connections with the offgas extraction system.
         
The furnace gas networks feature several controls to monitor and regulate the furnace internal
pressure, oxygen content, and temperature.
         
The furnace cooling network has interfaces with the following utilities:
         
� Demineralized water supply (primary loop filling).
� Chilled water supply (one inlet and one outlet).
� Demineralized water supply (emergency cooling).
� Wastewater collection system.
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Controls on the furnace outer shell and in the cooling network keep the furnace shell
temperature within limits.

B.16 Sintered Pellet Storage Unit (PSF)
         
The function of the Sintered Pellet Storage Unit is to provide the storage and transfer capacities
needed to reach the specified MFFF throughput.
         
The Sintered Pellet Storage Unit is installed between the sintering furnaces and the Grinding
Units.  The Sintered Pellet Storage Unit has the same design as the Green Pellet Storage Unit
and also features approximately 449 storage positions. Each position is able to receive either a
molybdenum boat or a stainless steel box.
         
The Sintered Pellet Storage Unit interfaces with the Green Pellet Storage Unit, the two Grinding
Units, the Pellet Repackaging Unit, the Scrap Box Loading Unit, the two Quality Control and
Manual Sorting Units, the Ground and Sorted Pellet Storage Unit, and the Scrap Pellet Storage
Unit.  An interface with the MMIS provides data to the MC&A application.

B.17 Grinding Units (PRE and PRF)
         
The functions of the Grinding Units are as follows:
         
� Grind sintered pellets to the diameter specified for finished pellets.
� Reject out-of-tolerance pellets.
� Load accepted pellets onto grooved trays stacked in baskets.
� Transfer the pellets to the Ground and Sorted Pellet Storage Unit.
� Collect scraps produced in the units.

The two identical Grinding Units grind the sintered pellets by dry process.  The grinding process
is performed in four dedicated gloveboxes with connections to the Sintered Pellet Storage Unit
glovebox and the Ground and Sorted Pellet Storage Unit glovebox.  Sintered pellets are
transferred in boats from the Sintered Pellet Storage Unit.  The boat is weighed, identified, and
then tilted. The pellets fall onto a conveyor.  The pellets are laid out in line and then directed to
the grinding wheels.  Grinding dust is removed through a dust removal loop fitted with
self-cleaning filters.  The dust is then collected in cans, which are weighed and transferred in
stainless steel boxes to the Scrap Pellet Storage Unit for further processing in the Scrap
Processing Unit.   After the dust is removed from the pellets, the pellets are checked for
diameter and loaded into a tray basket.  When full, the tray basket is identified, weighed, and
transferred to the Ground and Sorted Pellet Storage Unit.
         
Each Grinding Unit includes equipment installed in four separate gloveboxes connected
together by tunnels.  The Grindings Unit interfaces with the Sintered Pellet Storage, the Ground
and Sorted Pellet Storage Unit, the Scrap Pellet Storage and the MC&A application.

B.18 Ground and Sorted Pellet Storage Unit (PSJ)
         
The function of the Ground and Sorted Pellet Storage Unit is to provide buffer storage and
transfer capacities.
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The Ground and Sorted Pellet Storage Unit serves the Grinding Units, the Quality Control and
Manual Sorting Units, the Rod Cladding and Decontamination Units, and the Rod Decladding
Unit.
         
The Ground and Sorted Pellet Storage Unit has the same design as Green Pellet Storage Unit
but features two areas.  In the first area, the storage compartment is sized to match the size of
a tray basket. In the second area, each storage compartment can accommodate a stainless
steel box of scrap pellets or two dust pots, for a maximum capacity of approximately 201
containers.  

The Ground and Sorted Pellet Storage Unit interfaces with the served units and with the MC&A
application.

B.19 Pellet Inspection and Sorting Units (PTE)
         
The functions of the Pellet Inspection and Sorting Units are as follows:
         
� Receive and unload tray baskets filled with ground pellets.
� Visually inspect and measure each pellet.
� Place accepted pellets into a tray.
� Place rejected pellets into a stainless steel box.
� Collect samples of accepted pellets for further quality inspections.
         
Two identical units are installed. In each unit, the sorting process takes place in two
gloveboxes: the sorting glovebox and the basket loading glovebox.  Containers from the
Ground and Sorted Pellet Storage Unit are identified, weighed, and then unloaded.  The pellets
are laid out in line and automatically inspected and sorted.  The inspection leads to three types
of pellets: good or accepted, rejected, and suspect.  The good pellets are placed in tray baskets
and returned to storage. The rejected pellets are loaded into stainless steel boxes and
transferred to the Scrap Pellet Storage Unit.  Suspect pellets, pellets which were neither
accepted nor rejected from automatic inspecting and sorting, are transferred to a manual
sorting table to be inspected by an operator.
         
In addition to the automatic inspection and sorting, the good pellets are sampled throughout the
batch and stored in a tray basket for transfer to the Quality Control Unit.
         
Except for the visual sorting of suspect pellets, the process is fully automated and supervised
by an operator from the control room.  The whole system is driven by a PLC in connection with
the PLCs of surrounding equipment.
         
Each Pellet Inspection and Sorting Unit has two connections with the pellet handling system:
one connection with the sorting glovebox and the other connection with the basket loading
glovebox.  The units also interface the MC&A application.

B.20 Quality Control and Manual Sorting Units (PQE)
         
The functions of the Quality Control and Manual Sorting Units are to perform additional visual
and dimensional inspections on a sample of sorted pellets according to the pellet specifications
and to take samples to be directed to the laboratory for further inspections.  The results of
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those inspections establish the status of the whole pellet batch: either accepted or rejected. 
This additional inspection on each batch includes the following:
         
� Visual checking.
� Diameter measurement.
� Length measurement.
� Perpendicularity measurement.
� Weight measurement.
      
Equipment used in the Quality Control and Manual Sorting Units is as follows:
         
� Scale.
� ATI machine (for diameter, length, and perpendicularity measurements).
� Laser micrometer.
         
The quality control and manual sorting process takes place in two gloveboxes (the handling and
re-sorting glovebox and the quality control glovebox).  All incoming and outgoing containers are
identified and weighed.  The samples of sorted pellets come from the Ground and Sorted Pellet
Storage Unit, and the samples are returned to that unit after inspection.  Some sampled pellets
are pneumatically transferred to the laboratory for physical and chemical analyses.
         
The pneumatic transfer system is installed in a separate glovebox and is isolated from the
handling and re-sorting glovebox by a sliding door.  This separate glovebox prevents ventilation
disturbances in the handling and re-sorting glovebox in case of a pneumatic transfer system
malfunction.  Pneumatic devices (e.g., pumps, regulators) are installed outside the glovebox.
         
Some sample pellets from each batch are stored in the archives.  Sampling is performed in the
handling and re-sorting glovebox from accepted pellets.  The pellets are stored in small
stainless steel bottles, which are loaded into a stainless steel box.  Full boxes are stored in the
Ground and Sorted Pellet Storage Unit.
         
In the Quality Control glove box, an operator fills the tray with pellets and sends it to the pellet
handling robot.  The robot picks the pellets up from the tray, handles them between the
automatic control stations, and puts them back at the same place on the tray.
         
In normal operation, the process is automated and supervised by an operator from the control
room.  Manual workstations are also installed in the unit where operations are carried out
manually.  Local control desks perform the connection with the PLC.
         
The Quality Control and Manual Sorting Units interface with the Ground and Sorted Pellet
Storage Unit, the Pellet Inspection and Sorting Units through the Pellet Handling Unit, the
laboratory through the pneumatic transfer system, and the MC&A application.
    
B.21 Scrap Box Loading Unit (PAR)
         
The main process function of the Scrap Box Loading Unit is to repackage scrap pellets
contained in either molybdenum boats or partially filled stainless steel boxes into completely full
stainless steel boxes.  The secondary process functions are handling, weighing, and identifying
the incoming and outgoing containers.  All incoming and outgoing containers are identified and
weighed.
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The container handling equipment is as follows:
         
� Lift handling Mo-boats and stainless steel boxes.
� Container identification and weighing station.
� Upper horizontal conveyor.
         
The stainless steel box loading equipment is as follows:
         
� Molybdenum boat and stainless steel box.
� Belt conveyor and chute.
� Stainless steel box loading lifter equipped with a table.
� Scale.
         
In normal operation, the Scrap Box Loading Unit can be fully automated and supervised by an
operator from the control room.
         
The Scrap Box Loading Unit interfaces with the Sintered Pellet Storage Unit, the Scrap Pellet
Storage Unit and the MC&A application.

B.22 Pellet Repackaging Unit (PAD)
         
In this unit, all pellet containers are maintained and cleaned and all incoming and outgoing
containers are weighed and identified.  This unit also provides the ability for safeguard
inspectors to inspect the pellet containers.
         
In normal operation, the containers are introduced, removed, identified, and weighed
automatically.  An operator in the control room supervises operations.  Basket emptying is
operated in semi-automatic mode under the control of a nearby operator.  An operator starts
each semi-automatic cycle and performs the required manual operations.
         
Pellets from containers other than baskets can be repackaged manually at the maintenance
station. Container maintenance, inspection, and cleaning are performed manually at the
maintenance station.  Interlocks are provided to prevent collisions between automatically and
manually operated equipment.
         
The Pellet Repackaging Unit interfaces with the Pellet Handling Unit.  The Pellet Repackaging
Unit lift receives the incoming containers and places the outgoing containers on the trolley of
the Pellet Handling Unit. The connection is located in the glovebox roof of the Pellet
Repackaging Unit.
         
B.23 Scrap Pellet Storage Unit (PSI)
         
The function of the Scrap Pellet Storage Unit is to provide the buffer storage and transfer
capacities.  This storage unit has the same design as the Green Pellet Storage Unit and is used
to store up to approximately 443 stainless steel boxes.

The Scrap Pellet Storage Unit interfaces with the Scrap Box Loading Unit, the two Grinding
Units, the Ground and Sorted Pellet Storage Unit, the Scrap Processing Unit, the filter
maintenance glovebox, and the MMIS with its embedded MC&A application.
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B.24 Pellet Handling Unit (PML)
         
The function of the Pellet Handling Unit is to connect the various storage and production units
with a transfer system capable of moving all types of pellet containers through tunnel-like
gloveboxes interconnected by bellows.
         
The pellet handling system has the following characteristics.  Each trolley can be loaded with
one container placed on each of four cornets of the carriage base plate.  Each transfer section
contains only one trolley at a time.  The containers are placed onto and picked up from the
trolley by means of a unit lift or dedicated lifters.  The pellet handling system requires the
following accessories: elevators, lifters, rotating tables, and positioning systems.
         
In normal operation, the process is fully automatic and supervised by an operator from the
control room.  Manual operations are limited to repair or maintenance operations.
         
Trolley tracks are provided in various areas, each under the control of a storage PLC in
connection with the PLCs of surrounding equipment.  Interfaces between the areas take place
at a unit entrance.
         
B.25 Rod Cladding and Decontamination Units (GME and GMF)
         
The function of the Rod Cladding and Decontamination Units is to manufacture and
decontaminate MOX fuel rods by filling cladding tubes with ground and sorted pellets. The
lower plugs of the tubes are pre-welded. The pellets are inserted into the cladding tubes.  After
insertion of the spring, the upper plug is welded under helium.  The rod is then pressurized with
helium, and the seal is welded. The rods are then decontaminated and checked for any residual
smearable contamination.  Subsequently, the rods are removed from the glovebox and loaded
onto rod trays.
         
Each Rod Cladding and Decontamination Unit includes a main rod handling glovebox to which
three processing stations are connected for pellet filling, welding, and helium filling/welding. 
One of the two Rod Cladding and Decontamination Units is fitted with an additional station for
repairing the rod upper plug in case of a welding nonconformity.  The rods to be repaired are
introduced into the rod handling glovebox and transferred to this repair station where the rod is
cut below the plug. Then the spring is removed and a new spring and plug are installed.  The
rod subsequently follows the normal process steps: welding, pressurization, and
decontamination.
         
After loading a rod tray with rods, full trays are placed into the Rod Storage Unit.  The two Rod
Cladding and Decontamination Units share the rod tray loading station.  Weld samples of short
non-loaded rods from the two units are sent to the laboratory for metallographic and corrosion
testing.
         
The Rod Cladding and Decontamination Units interface with the pellet handling system, the
Rod Tray Loading Unit, and the MC&A application.

B.26 Rod Tray Loading Unit (GMK)
         
The Rod Tray Loading Unit serves the two lines (i.e., rod cladding and decontamination). The
Rod Tray Loading Unit contains the following equipment:
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� Two traveling conveyors.
� Two loading stations.
� One removal track.
         
In normal operation, the Rod Tray Loading Unit is automated and supervised by an operator
from the control room.  However, a few manual operations are necessary during normal
operation.
         
The Rod Tray Loading Unit interfaces with the Rod Storage Unit through a tray lift.

B.27 Rod Storage Unit (STK)
         
The functions of the Rod Storage Unit are to provide rod tray storage in a ventilated
compartment, and to allow for rod tray transfer via a lift between the cladding room situated on
level 2 and level 1 of the building.
         
The Rod Storage Unit is used by the Rod Cladding and Decontamination Units, the Helium
Leak Test Unit, the X-Ray Inspection Units, the Rod Scanning Unit, the Rod Inspection and
Sorting Unit, and the assembly mockup loading station.  A tray stacker serves the storage
modules on one side and the production and inspections units on the other side.
         
The following equipment is installed in the Rod Storage Unit:
         
� Lift interconnecting building levels 1 and 2.

� Tray stacker system that consists of the following:

- Motor-driven trolley riding on two horizontal rails extending over the entire length of the
storage (X-axis), and supporting a drive motor used for vertical movement of the tray
reception table.

- Motor-driven tray reception table moving up and down (Z-axis) along a frame secured to
the trolley.  The table is free to move sideways (y-axis) to ensure docking to the storage
modules and workstations. The rod tray is moved by a motor-driven roller system.  A
mechanism is provided to detect any overlapping rods on the tray before it is inserted
into the storage.

� Series of seven concrete storage compartments, each of which contains a tray storage
rack.  Each layer of trays within each compartment is separated by a moderator screen. 
The trays are secured to the storage rack by a latch actuated by a drive system mounted on
the stacker table. The rods are maintained on the trays by a restraining bar. The storage
compartments are ventilated at the top through orifices.

- An additional concrete module is maintained empty as reserve storage.
         
In normal operation, the process in the Rod Storage Unit is fully automated and supervised by
an operator from the control room.
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The Rod Storage Unit interfaces with the Rod Cladding and Decontamination Units, Rod
Scanning Unit, Rod Inspection and Sorting Unit, Helium Leak Test Unit, X-Ray Inspection Units
(two units), Assembly Mockup Loading Unit and MC&A application.

B.28 Helium Leak Test Unit (SEK)
         
The function of the Helium Leak Test Unit is to check the leak-tightness of fuel rods pressurized
with helium.  A single rod tray is received, identified, and unloaded in the Helium Leak Test
Unit, introduced into the vacuum chamber, and tested.  The rods are reloaded onto the tray and
transferred again to storage. If a leak is detected, the defective rods are identified by
dichotomy.
         
The Helium Leak Test Unit has the following components:
         
� Receiving table.
� Feeding device.
� Vacuum chamber with a mass spectrometer.
         
In normal operation, the process in the Helium Leak Test Unit is fully automated and supervised
by an operator from the X-Ray Inspection Unit control room.
         
The Helium Leak Test Unit interfaces with the Rod Storage Unit via the stacker of the rod
handling glovebox.

B.29 X-Ray Inspection Units (SXE and SXF)
         
The function of the X-Ray inspection Units is to perform an X-ray inspection of fuel rods.  There
are two X-ray inspection units: one is fully automated with radioscopic image analysis, and the
other with conventional film handling and interpretation.
         
The first unit is used to successively radiograph the upper part of the rods to check for the
presence of springs and to check for the quality of both the plug weld and the seal weld.  After
receipt and identification of the rods, each rod is inserted one after the other into this inspection
device.  Three shots at 120 degrees of rod rotation are performed, and radioscopic images are
automatically analyzed by software.  The resulting status is attached to each tested rod.  Once
the rods have been tested, the rod tray is returned to the Rod Storage Unit.
         
The second unit uses X-ray film to calibrate the first unit.  In addition, in case of doubt regarding
pellet alignment or pellet integrity or at the request of the Production Manager, the pellet stack
of individual rods in the tray can be inspected.
         
The X-Ray Inspection Units are fully automated, except for film handling and evaluation of the
films of the second unit, which are examined by a specially trained operator.
         
The X-Ray Inspection Unit interfaces with the Rod Storage Unit.

B.30 Rod Scanning Unit (SCE)
         
The function of the Rod Scanning Unit is to check for alpha contamination on the fuel rods, to
inspect the pellet stacking inside the fuel rods, and to assess pellet-to-pellet variations in the
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rods.  After receipt and identification of a rod tray, each rod is sequentially inspected. Each rod
passes successively through three measuring cells:
         
� Gamma transmission cell for inspecting internal pellet stacking
� Alpha counting cell for performing an alpha contamination check
� Active gamma scanning cell for assessing plutonium content.
         
The status of each rod is assigned to each rod.  Once the rods have been tested, the tray is
returned to the Rod Storage Unit.
         
The major equipment associated with the Rod Scanning Unit is as follows:
         
� Tray handling system comprised of a receiving table with bar code reader, a traveling

conveyor, a rod feeding assembly, and an exit table.

� Inspection track comprised of the following:

- Motorized rollers.
- Barcode reader.
- Two gamma detectors in front of two americium sources.
- Four alpha detectors.
- Californium neutron source with a set of four gamma detectors.
- Sweeping arm with a smear block.

         
The rod scanning process is fully automated. The Rod Scanning Unit interfaces with the Rod
Storage Unit through the stacker.

B.31 Rod Inspection and Sorting Unit (SDK)
         
The function of the Rod Inspection and Sorting Unit is to perform dimensional and visual
inspection of the rods and subsequently to sort the rods according to their status assigned
during all the previous tests. These inspections are carried out at the end of the inspection
cycle, prior to assembly fabrication.  The unit also sorts the inspected fuel rods into four
categories: accepted rods, rods to be repaired in case of a weld defect, rods to be decladded,
and rods to be reinspected (X-Ray Inspection Units or Rod Scanning Unit).
         
Each rod category is loaded onto specific trays, which are transferred back to the Rod Storage
Unit.  During rod inspection, the unit automatically measures the rod length, rod straightness,
and upper plug alignment with the tube.
         
An operator visually inspects all the rods from the same tray, and the rods are rotated. The
operator inspects for rod cleanliness, general appearance, and the upper plug weld diameter.
The operator records the number and the positions of each defect in the defective rods.
         
Sorting can only be performed upon completion of all other inspections (helium leak test, X-ray
inspection, rod scanning, dimensional inspection, and visual inspection).
         
The Rod Inspection and Sorting Unit has three stations: dimensional inspection station, visual
inspection station, and sorting equipment.
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In normal operation, the process is fully automated except for visual inspection and weld
diameter measurement.
         
The sorting equipment interfaces with the Rod Storage Unit through the stacker.

B.32 Rod Decladding Unit (GDE)
         
The function of the Rod Decladding Unit is to cut open rejected rods to recover the pellets. The
tube cannot be reused and, therefore, is cut and packaged as waste.  Normally, the pellets are
not used again but are sent to the Scrap Processing Unit.  However, if the pellets are to be
used again, they are placed into a basket to again be sorted.
         
The Rod Decladding Unit is equipped with the following items:
         
� Tilting table with a vibrator.

� Glovebox containing tools, including a plug-cutting tool, manual workstation, scale,
motorized lift, bar code reader, and camera.

         
Operations in the Rod Decladding Unit are carried out manually. The Rod Decladding Unit
interfaces with the pellet handling system.

The staff review has not identified any chemical process safety concerns beyond the
aforementioned thermal decay heat and pyrophoricity.         

B.33 Assembly Mockup Loading Unit (TGM)
         
The function of the Assembly Mockup Loading Unit is to place the rod bundle in the correct
configuration before inserting the assembly into the assembly structure. The major equipment
associated with this unit are a subassembly feeding track and a subassembly mockup loading.

In normal operation, the mockup loading process is fully automated and supervised by an
operator in the control room.  Initially, the mockup is empty at the emptying station.  No rod
trays or rods are present on the feeding track.
         
A rod tray is transferred from its storage position to the reception device on the feeding track.  It
is then brought to the rod insertion equipment by the lateral conveyor.  The tray bar code is
read before the transfer.  When the rods necessary for an assembly are in the mockup, the tray
is conveyed up to the removal device and is then picked up by the stacker.
         
Each rod is lifted from its position and then inserted into the rod mockup.  A bar code reading is
made before the rod is fully inserted into the mockup.  A check is made by comparing the code
with the tray code and the requested enrichment.  If there is a reading problem, the rod is
rotated a quarter of a turn and a new reading is made.  The position of the rod in the mockup is
checked by means of the mapping system.
         
When the mockup is full, the sash door closes, the mapping system is disconnected from the
mockup, and the mockup is transferred to the emptying station. The mockup stops at the
emptying station.
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The Assembly Mockup Loading Unit interfaces with the Assembly Mounting Unit, the Rod Tray
Loading Unit and the MC&A application.

B.34 Assembly Mounting Unit (TGV)
         
The function of the Assembly Mounting Unit is to insert rods staged in the mockup into fuel
assembly structures to form MOX fuel assemblies.  The assembly structure is mounted on the
pulling fixture with the assembly mockup positioned in front of the structure.
         
The rods are pulled into the structure, layer by layer.  Top and bottom fittings of the assembly
are then mounted. The assembly is vertically tilted and removed from the pulling fixture to be
transferred to the assembly inspection area.
         
The Assembly Mounting Unit performs the following main functions:
         
� Positions the assembly structure.
� Pulls the fuel rods.
� Retains the assembly ends.
� Crimps the guiding tubes.
� Tilts the assembly.
         
In normal operation, most of the process is automated and supervised by an operator from the
control room, but a few manual operations are necessary.  Other parts of the process are
partially automated in short cycles under the control of the operator.  The assembly mounting
process is initiated with the upending fixture in the horizontal position and the pulling fixture in
the idle position.  The assembly structure is visually inspected and transferred to the upending
fixture for installation.
         
Rods located in the mockup are inserted using a pulling fixture and tie rods.  Rods are pulled by
successive layers through the structure by means of tie rods.  Before entering the assembly
structure, the tie rods pass through a cap magazine located at the end of the upending fixture
and are provided with caps.  These caps protect the tie rod grips as they pass through the
structure.  The caps are removed after entering the structure and before the rods are pulled.
Forces exerted on each passage through the grid are monitored.  In the event of structure
blocking, the tie rods are disengaged.
         
After pulling of all fuel rods, the assembly ends are put in place and the assembly guide tubes
are crimped onto the bottom end.  The assembly is then tilted to the vertical position by the
upending fixture after removal of the cap magazine and cap removal system and after lateral
movement of the pulling fixture. Tilting allows installation of the gripper and transfer of the
terminated assembly towards the cleaning and inspection stations.
         
The Assembly Mounting Unit is also capable of removing a single fuel rod or an entire layer of
fuel rods from the assembly structure, if required.
         
The Assembly Mounting Unit interfaces with the Assembly Mockup Loading Unit and the
Assembly Handling and Storage Unit.  It also interfaces with the MC&A application as all the
other units.
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B.35 Assembly Dry Cleaning Unit (TCK)
         
The function of the Assembly Dry Cleaning Unit is to remove chips produced during fuel rod
pulling by blowing air within a cylindrical stainless steel pit.
         
The major equipment associated with this unit is as follows:
         
� Cylindrical stainless steel pit or blowing pit.
� Blowing pit soundproofed top cover.
� Fuel assembly lateral guide device.
� Moveable nozzle pipes for blowing air onto fuel assemblies.
� Exhaust fan.
� Rotating coil filter for trapping zircaloy chips.
� Station control desk in the process room.
         
In normal operation, the process is automated and supervised by an operator from the control
room.  Manual workstations are also installed in the unit where operations are carried out
manually.
         
To initiate the process, a fuel assembly is transferred above the blowing pit. The assembly type
to be cleaned is identified and selected by the operator, and the blowing cycle is started. The
lateral fuel assembly guides are set to a pre-adjusted cross-section, the soundproof covers are
closed, and the air exhauster is started. The blowing nozzles, along with their backward and
forward movement, are started.
         
The operator lowers the assembly with the hoist until the whole assembly length is cleaned and
then slowly raises the assembly to the cycle end.  The nozzles and fan automatically stop, the
guiding device retracts, and the covers open.  The operator then transfers the assembly to the
next process step.
         
The Assembly Dry Cleaning Unit interfaces with the Assembly Mounting Unit, the Assembly
Dimensional Inspection Unit, and the Assembly Final Inspection Unit.

B.36 Assembly Dimensional Inspection Unit and Assembly Final Inspection Unit (TCP
and TCL)

         
Following fuel assembly cleaning, the assembly is inspected at the Assembly Dimensional
Inspection Unit and the Assembly Final Inspection Unit.
         
The Assembly Dimensional Inspection Unit performs the following checks:
         
� Assembly length.
� Assembly verticality.
� Envelope between the grids and the assembly ends.
� Distance between individual rods.
         
Geometry is measured by sensors mounted on a support running along a straight tower around
the assembly.  Sensors are calibrated before each measurement.
         
The Assembly Final Inspection Unit performs the following checks:
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� Visual inspection of assembly faces for detection of foreign objects between the fuel rods.
� Foreign objects in guide tubes.
� Control cluster insertion test.
� Plugging device insertion test.
� Assembly plutonium content.
         
Visual inspection is performed either by a TV system with wide angle and close-up view lens set
or visual observation using a periscope (for radiation protection) with magnifying capabilities.
Various lighting systems can be selected to enhance observed defects.  Each face is
successively inspected along the whole assembly length using a hoist and guiding systems on
a 4-quadrant turntable.
         
The control cluster insertion test is performed using a hoist, a load cell and a dummy cluster as
a gauge; insertion and extraction forces are monitored.  The plugging device insertion test is
performed manually using another gauge.

A reserve pit is also provided for the temporary storage of an assembly.  This storage space
would be used in the event of failed inspection or overnight storage for an assembly inspection
to be completed the next day.

B.37 Assembly Handling and Storage Unit (TAS)
         
The main functions of the Assembly Handling and Storage Unit are as follows:
         
� Picking up and handling assemblies between the various workstations
� Storing assemblies
� Positioning and retrieving assemblies.
         
In the Assembly Handling and Storage Unit, the assemblies are handled vertically using a
gripper suspended to either a monorail hoist trolley or by a traveling crane. This trolley serves
the various inspection stations.

The lower part of the storage unit features three rows of storage positions. The assemblies are
stored on either side of the rows with their gripper and with their bottom end resting on a
support. The storage capacity is approximately 114 assemblies. The upper part of the storage
unit is for the bridge crane.
         
For assembly handling, equipment in use is as follows:
         
� Monorails with switching devices and hoists.
� Overhead crane.
� Gripper with its calibrated spring box and mobile gripper storage rack.
� Gripper spring calibration machine.
         
For assembly storage, equipment in use is as follows:
         
� Set of supports for storing the assemblies.
� Upper support set with locking device.
� Storage entry and exit doors.
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Most of the operations are manual or semi-automatic under the direct control of an operator.
Only some sequences are automatic.  The system is designed to provide adequate protection
against collisions or improper handling. The Assembling Handling and Storage Unit interfaces
with the assembly fabrication, Assembly Dimensional Inspection Unit, Assembly Final
Inspection Unit, Assembly Dry Cleaning Unit, spare pit, Assembly Packaging Unit and MC&A
application.

B.38 Assembly Packaging Unit (TXE)
         
The main function of the Assembly Packaging Unit is to open and close casks, load and unload
the casks onto/from the transport truck, and package assemblies into the casks.  Assemblies
are retrieved from storage and inserted into the internal rack of the shipping cask.  The rack is
then lowered to the horizontal position and inserted into the cask. The cask is then closed and
transferred to the shipping airlock until it is loaded into the delivery truck.
         
Each shipping cask is able to transport three assemblies.  It features two main components: a
containment shell with associated covers to which the two end impact limiters are secured and
a strongback to hold three assemblies. The assemblies are inserted into the strongback
laterally while the strongback is in an upright position. The strongback is pushed into the cask in
a horizontal position.
         
The unit's main equipment is as follows:
         
� Rail-mounted motorized tilting frame for uprighting the strongback and positioning it when

inserting the three assemblies, featuring the following:

- Rigid weld-fabricated frame with motor and lifting cylinder.
- Rotating table for strongback orientation.

� Motorized receiving table for placing/removing the strongback into/out of the cask and
repositioning it.  The receiving table consists of a frame that supports the strongback on
rolls.

� Trolley for transferring the cask from the assembly packaging area to the truck, with the
following:

- Lifting platform to raise the cask level with the trailer floor.
- Air pallet that transfers the cask onto the truck.
- Twin beam crane in the assembly packaging room.
- Twin beam crane in the truck bay to store the casks.

         
All operations are manual or semi-automatic under the direct control of an operator. The
Assembly Packaging Unit interfaces with the Assembly Handling and Storage Unit.


